A perceiver who teams to recognize a talker becomes familiar with attributes of the talker's voice that are present in any utterance regardless of the linguistic message. Customary accounts of individual identification presume that such durable persona1 aspects of an individual's speech are independent of the acoustic properties that evoke segmental phonetic contrasts. Alternatively, some classic and recent studies alike suggest that familiarity includes attention to attributes of dialect and idiolect conveyed in the articulation of consonants and vowels. The present investigation sought direct evidence of attention to phonetic attributes of speech in identifying talkers. Natural samples and sinewave replicas of sentences were used in a perceptual similarity tournament establishing the resolution of phonetic attributes in the perception of talkers.
The identification of linguistic and personal attributes from a speech sample are customarily considered to occur independently (1, 2). Characterizations of linguistic analysis have typically included a process of abstraction by which a perceiver discovers a linguistic form within the acoustic variation of the signal, whether the variation is attributable to paralinguistic aspects of an utterance or to affective or anatomical properties of a talker. Analogously, the identification of a talker from a speech sample has been taken to warrant a perceptual process to ignore the specific acoustic details of a speech signal that promote the identification of segmental and lexical distinctions. Instead, attention focuses on acoustic attributes of a talker's voice common to all utterances, specific to none. Studies have implicated apparently basic auditory attributes, such as the pitch and compass of phonatory frequency or vocal timbre, as well as more elaborated attributes, such as vocal strength or melodiousness, in this regard.
Recent refinements of this disjunctive approach have included specification of the acoustic attributes unique to a female voice (3) independent of linguistic contrasts, and estimation of the effects on phoneme quality judgments of parametric variation in vowel spectra (4) independent of talker attributes. Neuropsychological evidence also shows that different cortical areas may be dedicated to each function (5), linguistic analysis and individual identification, tempting speculation that each process is fed by different sensory attributes: short-term elements pertain to symbolic contrasts, and long-term to distinctions among talkers.
Our recent observations (6) require a revision in this approach to individual and linguistic identification, and suggests that similar attributes of speech underlie the perception of words and talkers. Our project showed that talkers were well identified, both by strangers and by acquaintances, under listening conditions in which the acoustic correlates of voice quality were eliminated from the speech samples. Indeed, we also found that individual identification survived acoustic conditions preventing the perceptual determination of a talker's sex (7) . The use of sinewave replicas of natural samples permitted such tests, in which a tone was set equal in frequency and amplitude to each of the three lowest oral resonance peaks. A three-tone replica of a natural utterance lacks vocal timbre, though it evidently preserves the spectrotemporal variation sufficient to elicit phonetic impressions. Our results were sensible on the hypothesis that individual identification exploits coarse grain attributes of the familiar kind-average fundamental frequency or glottal spectrum-and phonetic attributes as well. Because phonetic attributes differ among talkers, manifesting contrasts in dialect and idiolect, phonetic attributes in aggregate are available for distinguishing among talkers perceptually. Of course, phonetic segments are also useful in identifying spoken words.
Our claim that talkers were identifiable without recourse to acoustic correlates of qualitative attributes of the voice was based on direct albeit opportunistic evidence. Performance levels in our perceptual tests (6, 7) were high, especially in a condition in which listeners were personally acquainted with the talkers. By comparing the distribution of errors of identification across talkers, we were able to estimate the perceptual similarity within our set of talkers. The present project posed this question with a sharper point: Does the perception of a talker's identity depend on natural acoustic correlates of voice quality
THE PRESENT TEST-A SIMILARITY TOURNAMENT
The acoustic test materials consisted of two sentences (The drowning man let out a yell; The scarves were made of shiny silk.) spoken by ten talkers (5 male, 5 female). There were two versions of every sentence, natural or sinewave. A listener in the similarity tournament heard ten talkers speak natural or sinewave versions of one of the sentences only. No listener heard both natural and sinewave samples. We asked 104 listeners to participate in a perceptual similarity tournament; each was assigned to one of the four acoustic conditions. On each trial, two versions of the same sentence were Similarity Scaling for Natural Samples presented, each spoken by a different talker, and a listener indicated the 3 apparent similarity of the talkers on a 5 point scale ranging from VERY 2 SIMILAR to NOT VERY SIMILAR.
How do listeners perceive similarity among a set of ten talkers? According N I to the classic account based upon fundamental frequency and glottal spectrum, we must predict that perceptual outcome would be quite different between a .g 8 ' test using natural samples and a test using sinewave replicas of natural Em, utterances, because the timbre of natural speech differs greatly from the timbre of three harmonically unrelated tones sounded concurrently. The outcome of the test shows, first, that the male talkers were judged to be highly similar to each other, and females to be less similar to each other, N , g regardless of acoustic conditions. Although there are some small differences 'g o in the scatter of values across the plot frame, the overall impression of .g similarity despite the acoustic differences in the samples is borne out by a test p -' of the ranked similarities in a hierarchical clustering analysis. The ranks were highly correlated, consistent with the conjecture that listeners based their -2 similarity judgments on properties of the speech that were present in both -3 acoustic vehicles, the natural and the sinewave. This finding extends the natural; I B) sinewave.
